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Abstract: This paper examinesthe elementsof scientific creativity througha series of basic cognitive
and computationalconcepts.Scientific creativity requires motivation,an access to a bodyof systematic
knowledge,an ability to correctly formulateresearch problemsand to define a comprehensive
problem
space. It also requires an ability to reduce the correspondingsearch space by using methodological
knowledge,andrigour to conductsearch in the constrainedsearch space. Thepaper discusses the types
andthe role of knowledge
involvedin scientific research,types of scientific creativity, andthe dimensions
of scientific research.
creativity, and the dimensionsof scientific research. In
thispaper, we examinethe basic cognitive concepts of
Scientific discoveryand creativity has recently become creativity, and describe howthese concepts are connected, and then discuss the role of background
one of the special concernsof artificial intelligence.
Withinthe last five years, a numberof research papers knowledgeand the kinds of knowledgenecessary for
scientific research. Finally, we discuss the types of
and two important books have appeared on scientific
discovery (see, Langley, Simon, Bradshaw,& Zytkow, scientific discoveryand the elementsof scientific rese1987;Shrager& Langley,1990), one on the computational arch.
philosophyof science (Thagard, 1988), and another one
2. Creativityin Science
on creativity (Boden,1990). Langleyet al.’s (1987)
posedthe first serious challengeto the conventionalstudy
of science by proposingthat, far from being mysterious Creativityandintelligence are closely linked concepts,so
andunexplainable,scientific discovery(and by implica- muchso that the existence of one is the measureof the
other. Therefore,any attempt that brings clarity to one
tion scientific creativity), can be explainedin a series of
processes. They also described several computational conceptwill be helpful to define the other. Lenat and
(1987) define intelligence in terms of "semodelsin support of their view. Shrager and Langley’s Feigenbaum
arch", as the powerto find a solution to a problemin an
(1990) later book introduced a newframeworkfor the
immense
search space. Later, Feigenbaumdefined instudy of scientific development,and explained howthe
~ rather than
assembly
methodsof the computational study of science were telligence in terms of "knowledge
"search" (see, Engelmore
&Morgan,1988,vii). Accorclin~
superior to the methodsof conventional philosophyof
to his definition, an intelligent systemhas the ability to
science. Boden’s (1990) work extended someof these
viewsanddiscussed,froma cognitivescientist’s perspec- assembethe neccessary bodyof knowledgeto conduct a
complextask.
five, howcreativity in arts and literature, as well as in
Scientific creativity can be investigatedthroughfive
science could be studied within a computationalcontext
basic cognitive and computationalconcepts. Theseare
in a moresystematic way.
1) Motivationfor scientific research.
Nevertheless, previousworkleaves someof the import2) Ability to correctly formulate research problems
ant issues in discoveryuntouched,such as the elementsof
within a bodyof knowledge.
scientific creativity, the typesof scientific discoveryand
1. Introduction
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Fig. 1. Problemformulationand search in scientific discovery.

3) Ability to create a comprehensive
search space for
the solution of a scientific problem.
4) Ability to assemble(or induce) and implementa
of heuristics to reducethe search space.
5) Patience and staminafor the exhaustive search for
solving the scientific problemwithin the constrainedsearch space.
In viewof these concepts,a creative scientist knowshow
to correctly formulate research problems,can generate
an extensive search space for a selected problem, can
assemble or formulate the necessary methodological
knowledgeto reduce the search space into manageable
dimensions, and can conduct exhaustive search in the
reduced search space. Fig. 1 summarizes the finks
betweenthese concepts. Anymissing link betweenthese
concepts,canhinderscientific creativity.
In modernscientific research, an access to a large and
systematicbodyof knowledge
is necessarya) for correctly
formulating scientific problems,b) in creating a comprehensive search space, and c) for reducing the search
space in order to reach for a solution within acceptable
limits of time and resources. Thecorrect formulationof
research problemsrequires a masteryof the conceptual
structure of the field of science involved. Thecreative
scientist can also cban~ethis structure for reformulating
a research problem,and in somecases, these changescan
include the most fundamentalconcepts and principles of
the field such as time andmeasurability.
Scientific creativity exhibits itself duringthe completion
of a series of researchtasks. Different types of knowledge
is usedfor suchtasks, as will be explainednext.
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3. The Role of BackgroundKnowledge
in Scientific Creativivity
Modernscientific research is one of the mostcomplex
humanactivities, requiring the use of different types of
general and specific knowledge.Knowledgenecessary
for modernscientific research can be divided into four
types as a) CommonsenseKnowledge, b) Technical
Knowledge, c) Theoretical Knowledge, and d)
Methodological Knowledge.
Commonsenseknowledge is simple, general and
relatively unstructured knowledgeabout the world.
Statementssuch as ’Waterextinguishesfire," "Fire burns
paper" are examplesof commonsense
knowledge.Technical knowledgecan be defmedas the knowledgeabout
instruments, methodsand processes. Knowledgeabout
howto repair a TVset, howto control a chemicalreactor,
andhowto fly an aeroplanecan be consideredas technical
knowledge.Theoretical backgroundis helpful, but not
always essential, in acquiring thin kind of knowledge.
Technical knowledgecan be descriptive as well as prescriptive.
Theoretical knowledgeis structured descriptive
knowledgeabout the world, embodyingclassifications
and numerousinterrelated hypotheses. Typical examples
of theoretical knowledge
are the classical mechanicsand
electro-magnetism.
Methodologicalknowledge,on the other hand, is exclnsivelyprescriptive; it can be representedas conditionaction rules. Methodological knowledge includes
knowledge
about howto distinguish betweenscientifically
interestlns and,minteresting phenomena,howto choose

betweenalternative goals, strategies and methodsduring
scientific research, howto design experiments, howto
proposenewhypotheses, and howto generaliTe, test and
evaluate them. It is mostly the extent of this type of
knowledgethat makesthe difference betweena research
scientist anda nonscientist.
Unlikethe inference rules in theoretical knowledge,
manyof the methodologicalrules rely on extralogical
methodssuch as inductive generalizations, abduction,
abstraction and analogy. Suchrules are frequently used
in formulatingproblemstates, in constraining large search spaces, and in hypothesis formation during the
activity of scientific research.
Therole of backgroundknowledge
in scientific discovery can best be seen by a dramatic example from the
history of sciencein the discoveryof ligth bulbfilamentby
Edison. Lackinga systematictheoretical knowledge,Edison is said to havetried thousandsof filamentsmadefrom
different elements, metals and alloys. Onecan see the
motivation and the ability to create a comprehensive
search space in the case of Edison, but also the absence
of a strong theoretical knowledge
to reducea large search
space. Edison had a limited theoretical knowledgeof
chemistry, but compensated
this deficiencywith his endless motivation and meticulous search. Theoretical
knowledgeplayed a muchmore important role in the
discoveryof the high-temperatureoxide superconductors
in 1986and 1987.
In somecases, onediscoveryfacilitates other discoveries. This has beenseen in the discoveryof certain quantum
properties in particle physics, andthe discoveriesof new
oxide superconductors in high temperature superconductivityresearch. In particle physics,the discoveryof
lepton, spin, andstrangenessproperties, after the discovery of baryonnumber,wouldrequire less cognitive effort
in terms of abstraction and abductions applied in the
process. This is because, by the discoveryof the baryon
property, the abstractionfromelectrical chargeto a class
of such quantumproperties, and abductions from observed and unobservableparticle reactions had already
been successfully completed(see, Kocabas1991b).
In oxidesuperconductivity,after the discoveryof La-BaCu-Osuperconductor by Bednorz and Muller in 1986,
physicists extended the application of the ideas and
methodsthat were developed, and discovered other oxides with higher transition temperatures.
Somediscoveries rely moreheavily on analogical reasonhag than abstraction and abduction. For e~mple,the so
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far unsuccessfulattempts by two physicists on "cold-fusion" relies on an analogy betweenextreme pressures
obtainable by a plasmaand in the crystal structure of a
metal electrode. Anotherinteresting analogyfor research in this field could be a "nuclear catalyst" induced
froma well knownconcept"chemicalcatalyst". In chemical kinetics, chemicalcatalysts caninitiate certain chemical reactions otherwise unrealiTable under the same
temperatureand pressure conditions, due to constraints
explainedby activation energylevels. Couldone find a
"nuclearcatalyst" to similar effects for nuclearfusion?
4. Typesof Scientific Discoveryand Creativity
Scientific creativity can be examinedin relation to the
scopeof the research in whicha discoverytakes place.
Kocabas(1992c)introducesa classification of scientific
discoveryas follows: 1) Logico-Mathemafical
Discovery,
2) FormalDiscovery,3) Theoretical Discovery, and
EmpiricalDiscovery.This classification is basedon the
categorization
of descriptive
knowledge by
Kocabas(1992a),
and reflects the types of knowledgeused
in scientific research, and the type of knowledgediscovered.
Accordingto this classification, logico-mathematical
discoverytakes place, as the namesuggests,in the abstract
domainof logic and mathematics.Someof the earliest AI
systemssuch as Logic Theorist were designed to prove
theoremsin logic. Among
the morerecent computational
models, AM(Lenat, 1979) stands out as a successful
examplefor mathematicaldiscovery. The distinguishing
characteristic of logico-mathematical
discoveryis that, in
principle, it doesnot require experimentation
or observation. Nor does it require the knowledgeof a physical
domain~
exceptfor analogical transferencein someeases.
Formaldiscoverytakes place in a formaldomaininvolving abstract entities, their classes andproperties. Formal
discovery requires logico-mathematical knowledgeas
backgroundknowledgefor deductiveinference on formal
knowledge.Lenat’s (1983) EURISKO,
in its applications
to NavalFleet Design,Evolution,and3-Dcircuit design,
is a goodexampleto formaldiscoverysystems.
Theoretical discovery requires logico-mathematical,
formaland theoretical knowledge,and in general, results
fromtheoretical analysis andsynthesis. Examples
of theoretical discovery systems are PI (Thagard& Holyoak,
1985), ECHO
(Thagard & Novak, 1990), and GALILEO
(Zytkow,1990). The first two systems could better

characterized as conceptdiscoverysystems, and as such,
are closer to formal discovery models. GALILEO
on the
other hand, is an interesting exampleof discovery by
theoretical analysis. In the history of science there are
rather important theoretical discoveries or inventions
such as Maxwell’sequations and the Einstein-Lorenz
transformations.
Empiricaldiscoveryis an extensivelystudied area, and
a numberof computationalmodelshave been designed to
investigate its various aspects. Empirical discovery
requires experimentaland observationaldata, as well as
logico-mathematicaland formal knowledge.Theoretical
knowledge
has not beena prerequisite in the early empirical discoveriesin the history of science (e.g. in the 17th
and 18th century chemistry), but in modernempirical
research such as in oxide superconductivity and "cold
fusion" experiments, theoretical domainknowledgeis
necessary.
Empirical discovery systems can be divided into two
mainclasses as qualitative and quantitative models,althoughthis distinction is sometimes
irrelevant. Among
the
qualitative discovery systems, GLAUBER
(Langley, et
al., 1987), STAHL
(Zytkow & Simon, 1986), STAHLp
(Rose & Langley, 1986), BR-3 (Kocabas, 1991a),
KEKADA
(Kulkarni & Simon, 1988), AbE (O’Rorke,
Morris & Schulenburg, 1990), and COAST
(Rajamoney,
1990)can be cited. Someof rediscoveriesof these systems
can be identified as formal discovery, such as
GLAUBER’s
classification of substances as "acid", "alkali" and
"salt".
Amongthe quantitative discovery models BACON
(Langley, et al., 1987) FAHRENHEIT
(Zytkow, 1987)
and IDS(Nordhausen& Langley, 1987) can be cited
prominent examples. BACON
was the first successful
modelof quantitative discovery, whichalso has attracted
the interest of philosophersof science.1 TheIDSsystem
on the other hand, integrates qualitative andquantitative
methods.
$. Dimensions
of Scientific Research
Research in the computational study of science has
revealed a numberof important aspects of science that
wereoverlookedby the conventionalphilosophical study
of science. Shragerand Langley(1990)describe the basic
differences between the computational and the conventionalphilosophicalapproachesto science as follows:
Conventional
philosophicaltradition focuseson the struc-

ture of scientific knowledgeand emphasizesthe evaluation of laws and theories, while the computational
approachfocuses on the processes of scientific thought,
and emphasizes
scientific discoveryincludingthe activities of data evaluation, theory formationandexperimentation.
The distinction can be extended even further. Computational study of science concerns not only with the
issues of hypothesisformation,testing and verification,
which have been the main concern of conventional
philosophicalstudyof science, but also a series of other
related issues. Kocabas(1992b)namesseventeendifferent majorresearch tasks involvedin scientific research.
Theseare: Formulatingresearch goals, selecting research
goals, defining research framework,gathering knowledge,
organising knowledge,selecting research strategies,
methods,tools and techniques, proposing experiments,
designing experiments and selecting experiment
materials, setting expectations, conductingexperiments,
data collection, data evaluation, hypothesisformation,
theory revision, theory formation,goal satisfaction control, and producingexplanations.
Anyof these research tasks mayinvolve a variety of
planning,classification and evaluationproblems.Toprovide an idea aboutthe diversity of the activities involved
in these researchtasks, wewill give someof the results of
our study on the research in oxide superconductivity
(Kocabas,1992b)in terms of five of the research tasks
listed above. Theseare: Formulationof scientific research goals, choosingbetweenformulatedgoals, proposing
strategies, proposingexperiments,and hypothesisformation.
Researchgoals can be divided into two general forms
that may overlap: Goals that aim at explaining a
phenomenon, and studying a penomenon. Creative
scientists seem to utilize several general rules for
formulatingtheir research goals: Theyfocus their attention to problems and phenomenathat have not been
explainedor unexplainablewithin the current scientific
framework. However, such problems must have some
general and important implications to be worthyof investigation. For example,whythe moonhas morecraters
in one particular area than others maynot be regardedas
an interesting problem.Onthe other hand, the research
for understanding why some elementary particle
reactions havenever beenobservedwouldbe important,
because the results would interest not only quantum
physics but also cosmology.Somescientific research

1 See, e.g. the special issue (Vol. 19, No4) of Social Studiesof Science.
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problems maybe strongly related to important technological needs. Energyconversion,storage, and transfer
are still major technological problemsthat motivate
scientific researchinto suchareas as "cold fusion", oxide
superconductivity, and electrochemistry.
Nevertheless,interestingnessin itself is not a sufficient
criterion for a phenomenon
to attract the focus of attention for the scientist. The research goals that are
formulatedmustbe achievable with the existing technology, economicresources, the technical personnel, and
withina certain timelimit.
It is not unusual that, in relation to a certain
phenomenon,
a scientist formulates alternative research
goalsto focuson. In suchcases, the selectionof a research
goal amongalternatives is another task. Scientists use
several selection criteria in deciding whichproblemto
focuson primarily. Interestingness, importance,materials
and technological tools needed, economicconstraints,
and acheivability within a fimescale are someof the
metrics that affect the decision. Ascan be seen, someof
these constraints conflict with one another, so that the
scientist mayhaveto do someclassification beforedeciding whichgoal to focus on.
Selecting research strategies is anotherimportanttask
for achievinga research goal. Strategy selection depends
onthe typeof the researchgoal. If the goal is to explaina
certain phenomenon,gathering knowledgeby detailed
literature surveyandtheoretical analysis maytake precedence. On the other hand, if the goal is to study a
phenomenon,then experimentation and observation has
to be considered.If experimentation
is selected, then the
types of experimentshas to be decided. For example,if
the researchgoal is to studythe possibility of improving
a
certain importantphysical property(e.g., electrical conductivity) there maybe a number
of alternative strategies.
Thefollowingare only a few of the strategy heuristics
extracted from the research reports on oxide superconductivityin 1987.
If the goal is to improvea propertyP and a processS
improvesP, then proposeexperimentsapplyingS.
If the goal is to improvea propertyP and another
property Qis positively related with P, and a process S
improvesQ, then proposeexperimentsto apply S.
If the goal is to improvea propertyP, and another
property Q has a negative effect E on P, then propose
experimentsto reduceor eliminateE.
Oncethe experimentation
strategy is selected, the scientist has to decide about the relevant processesand tech43

niques for the current strategy. S/he also has to decide
about the experimentmaterials and has to classify these
materialsagainst a set of parameterssuchas availability,
likeliness to yield success,cost andrelative hazards(e.g.,
radioactivity, flammabilityand corrosiveness),andselect
the best materials for the experiments.
Scientific experimentsneed to be designed and conducted according to a certain procedures. Experimental
parametersare defined, tests are madeto measurethem,
and in this wayrelevant data is collected. Thedata is
evaluatedto makesure if they reflect anyviolation of the
experimental conditions. After data evaluation,
hypotheses are formed. Hypothesisformation is one of
the mostimportanttasks of scientific research. Despite
the fact that it has beena primaryconcernof the conventional philosophyof science for a long time, it still
remainsto be an aspect of scientific discoverythat needs
a detailed investigation. In our study on oxide superconductivityresearch, wehaveidentified over 40 hypothesis formationheuristics that wereutilized by scientists
workingin this field. Someof these heuristics are as
follows:
If a physical effect E cancelsanothereffect F, then
hypothesizethat there is anothereffect G,relatedwithE and
F.
If the value of a properlyP changeswith the value of
another properly Q, then hypothesize that P and Q are
related.
If a process does not changea set of experimental
parametersP1,...,Pm, but changesother such parameters
Q1,..., Qn,thenhypothesize
that P1,...,t’m andQI,..., Qnare
independent.
If a processis expectedto enhancea propertyP of a
substanceM,but the expectedincreasedoesnot take place,
then hypothesizethat there is anotherpropertyQ hindering
the effect.
Majorityof these heuristics are general, while someare
domainspecific. Twoexamplesare follows:
lf a changein the crystal structureS1 sharplydiminishes
a property P, and the changeis also accompanied
by the
disappearenceof somesubstructure $2, then hypothesize
that S l playsanimportantrole for P.
If two compoundsM1and M2have have very similar
bondingand electronic structure over a wide range of
temperature, then hypothesize that M1and M2have very
similar conductionpropertieswithin the samerange.
These are only someexamplesof hypothesis formation
rules used in a rather specialized domainof physical

science. Wewill not discuss the methodsand rules used
in hypothesisverification and theory revision here for
reasons of space. Considering the rules and methods
used in various fields of science fromphysical to human
sceinces andover a dozenresearch tasks in each of them,
wecan realize the dimensionsof research into scientific
creativity.
Thediversity of interrelated researchtasks is in itself
sufficient to showthat, scientific discoveryis not a logical
procedureor processin itself, but the productof a series
of complex
processescalled scientific research. Scientific
creativity maybe requiredin anyof the researchactivities
in these processes. Historyof physics has manyexamples
of this. Although
an extremeexample,considerthe design,
construction and the operation of the CERN
particle
accelerator, where research involves proposing and
designingexperiments,setting expectations, conducting
experiments,data collection, data evaluation, hypothesis
formationandverification, andtheory revision.
Osherson,Stob and Weinstein’s (1992) recent work
scientific inquiry reflects a recent exampleof the conventional philosophical approachto science rather than
the computationalstudy of science. Inevitably their work
ignoresthe multiplicityof the tasks andactivities involved
in scientific inquiry, andfocusesonly on hypothesisformation and revision. Moreover,it overlooks the roles of
analogy, abstraction and abductionin hypothesisformation. Webelieve that, a muchmoredetailed and careful
examinationand analysis of science is neededthan is
envisagedby the conventionalstudy of science. Thecomputational methodprovides both the necessary concepts
and the methodsfor such a study.
6. Conclusion
Scientific creativity needsto be investigated within its
natural environment,within the processes of scientific
research and discovery. Conventionalphilosophyof science, probablydue to the limitations of its scope, has
ignored a numberof issues about science. Scientific
creativity displaysitself in scientific discovery,whichin
turn, is the product of a series of complextasks called
scientific research. Therefore, a comprehensive
study of
scienceandscientific discoveryrequiresa sufficiently rich
set of conceptsfor a detailed andsystematicinvestigation.
Recent developmentsin the computationalstudy of science provides someof these concepts. Basedon these
concepts, wehaveintroduced a moredetailed def’mition

of scientific creativity, classified scientific discoveryand
creativity, and examinedthe the role of background
knowledgein scientific discovery within the wider
dimensionsof scientific research. Asystematicinvestigation of scientific creativity cannotbe conductedwithout
consideringthe multiplicity of research tasks that have
to be carried out byscientists duringtheir activities.
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